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ABSTRACT: Using density functional theory in combination with
model potential molecular dynamics, we study hybrid systems
consisting of oligothiophene molecules with increasing chain length
(two, four, and six rings) adsorbed onto a ZnO nanoparticle model.
We investigate the energetics of adhesion and the morphological
features at the curved interface. We compute the energy-level
alignment taking many body effects into account within the ΔSCF
approach. Our results show that, as a consequence of the local
curvature of the interface, the electronic coupling between the organic
and inorganic component affects the energy-level alignment in all
systems, making it less favorable for charge separation. In particular,
the energy-level alignment for sexithiophene on the ZnO curved
nanoparticle does not lead to a type-II junction with staggered band
gaps, contrary to what was recently found for sexithiophene on a flat (101 ̅0) ZnO surface. Although the limited size (and hence
the large curvature) of the nanoparticle does not allow us to make a general statement, this indicates a trend that is valid for
systems in which quantum confinement effects are important. As a side result of our study, we propose a simple practical model
to predict the energy-level alignment in hybrid systems, which gives consistent results compared to ΔSCF.

1. INTRODUCTION
Hybrid organic/inorganic systems have attracted great interest
as a new class of materials with high technological impact in
molecular electronics,1,2 textiles,3 bioengineering,4 and photo-
voltaics.5 Indeed, they can combine the advantages of both
organic and inorganic materials while being quite easy to
fabricate. In particular, hybrid solar cells formed by a
metaloxide (the electron acceptor) and a conjugated polymer
(the electron donor) are a cheap and environmental-friendly
potential alternative to standard Si-based systems. These can be
produced as phase-separated bilayers,6 but the best efficiency is
reached for bulk heterojunction architectures,5 in which, for
example, the inorganic electron acceptor consists of nanometer-
sized particles dispersed in an electron donor polymer matrix.
Such a two-phase intermixing increases the effective interfacial
area and improves charge separation. Nevertheless, photo-
conversion efficiency is still low at the moment (around 2%),5

and lots of research is currently in progress to improve it.
Among the various materials that can be used as an electron

acceptor, zinc oxide is very promising. It has high electron
mobility,7 it is cheap, biosafe, and easily synthetizable in
nanostructures.8,9 Furthermore, the electronic properties of
such nanostructures can be tuned by controlling their size and
shape.10 The organic electron donor can either be a long chain

polymer, such as poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT5), or an
oligomer, as for example sexithiophene (6T).11 More
specifically, thiophene derivatives have shown to be very
promising in ZnO-based bulk heterojunction solar cells.12,13 In
addition, 6T has the advantage of giving rise to highly ordered
crystalline structures,14,15 which offer better conducting proper-
ties than disordered crystals.16 Furthermore, recent ultraviolet
photoelectron spectroscopy measurements of 6T on ZnO
surfaces show that such an heterostructure is suitable for
photovoltaics.11

The performances of hybrid systems depend on some basic
atomic-scale features of the device. In particular, the electronic
energy-level alignment at the interface is a fundamental
property for designing systems with the desired optoelectronic
behavior. A critical requirement for photovoltaic applications is
that the interface corresponds to a type-II (staggered) junction
in order to get an efficient charge separation. Accurate
characterization of interfaces is still an open issue due to the
difficulty of measuring properties at the nanometric scale. This
challenge makes atomistic simulations an important tool for
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understanding and predicting the interfacial morphology and
optoelectronic properties.
Model potential molecular dynamics (MPMD) has been

successfully applied to study morphological properties at the
interface, as atomic scale organization of molecules.17,18 Ab
initio calculations, on the other hand, yield information on the
electronic structure and related properties, such as adsorp-
tion,19 optical absorption spectra,20 or energy-level alignment.21

In particular, density functional theory (DFT)22 has been
widely used to study energy-level alignment and charge transfer
in fully organic solar cells,23,24 and adhesion of P3HT25 and
6T26 molecules on a planar ZnO (101 ̅0) surface. It has also
been applied to standalone ZnO clusters27!29 and small
molecules adsorbed on ZnO clusters,30!32 but, to our
knowledge, there is no theoretical study on hybrid structures
formed by a ZnO nanocluster and thiophene derivatives.
Nevertheless, DFT (which is, in its most basic formulation, a
ground-state theory) likely provides results on energy gaps and
electronic levels alignment that strongly depend on the choice
of the exchange/correlation functional. For instance, standard
functionals suffer from the well-known band gap problem.33,34

Better agreement with experiments is usually obtained using
hybrid functionals, but these require significantly higher
computational load,26 and their reliability cannot be assessed
a priori.35,36 In contrast, the so-called Hedin’s GW approx-
imation37 gives excellent results for many materials (see, e.g.,
refs 38 and 39); however, despite recent progress,39,40 GW
calculations are still prohibitively expensive for complex systems
with a large number of atoms. For finite systems, the so-called
Δ self-consistent field (ΔSCF) approach41 can successfully be
used to determine the quasiparticle (QP) energy levels. This
approach has proven to give good results when applied to
bound one-electron excitations and ionization energies of
atoms and molecules,41 and it will be used in the present work.
Its accuracy has already been investigated,42!44 even though a
comparison with GW calculations would be highly desirable.
The nanostructurization of ZnO can have an impact on the

physical properties of the hybrid systems. In particular, the
curvature of the surface can alter the morphology of the
interface. For example, in a previous extensive MPMD study on
ZnO-P3HT bulk heterojunctions, we found that helical
arrangements of the polymer chain occur on ZnO nano-
needles.45

In this work, we consider a hybrid nanostructure consisting
of an oligothiophene and a ZnO cluster of 120 atoms. Clusters
of this specific size have been produced by laser ablation46 and
proven to be particularly stable. We focus in particular on the
hexagonal wurtzite rod-like structure, which is here considered
a good model of larger nanocrystals used in photovoltaics
applications.13 As for the chosen electron donor, we consider a
n-thiophene rings oligomer (nT, with n = 2,4,6). We adopt a
hierarchical combination of MPMD and DFT, providing a
numerically efficient computational protocol to identify the
minimum energy configurations of the hybrids. The ΔSCF
scheme is applied to study the energy-level alignment of the
hybrid interfaces considered. From the methodological stand-
point, we additionally propose a simple model for studying
hybrid interfaces that only requires the ΔSCF calculation on
their isolated components. For the specific case of ZnO-6T, we
find that the interface is less favorable for charge separation at
variance with the case of planar ZnO surface.26

2. COMPUTATIONAL FRAMEWORK
In order to generate models of hybrid nanosystems, we perform
MPMD simulations combined with DFT calculations through
the following multistep procedure. We first consider the
different building blocks of the hybrid systems (ZnO and nT)
separately, and fully relax their structures at the DFT level. The
considered ZnO cluster has hexagonal cross-section along the
[0001] direction, and exhibits six (101 ̅0) nonpolar facets. It has
been obtained by cutting and relaxing a portion of bulk ZnO. It
is represented in Figure 1 together with the relaxed nT

molecules. Three hybrid systems (hereafter labeled as HYB2,
HYB4, and HYB6) are then obtained by merging the ZnO
cluster and 2T, 4T, and 6T separately. Their structures are first
relaxed using MPMD keeping the positions of all the ZnO
atoms fixed at the DFT geometry, while the polymer is allowed
to move and relax following long-range electrostatic and van
der Waals forces. It is known that the thiophene derivatives
adhesion on the ZnO (101 ̅0) surface is anisotropic: in ref 45 we
found that, for a P3HT molecule, the lowest energy
configurations are obtained when the polymer is placed with
its backbone parallel or perpendicular to the [0001] direction.
Thus, here we start from the two preferred orientations of the
oligomer, and then we perform a 100 ps-long MPMD
simulation at low temperature, followed by a conjugate-gradient
optimization. We find the same minimum for both the
configurations, showing that the initial guess does not influence
the final result. Finally, the MPMD resulting structures are fully
relaxed at the DFT level. Ground-state DFT calculations are
performed with the quantum chemistry program package
turbomole.47 In all calculations, the PBE exchange-correlation
functional48 is used to model the exchange-correlation energy.
The electronic wave functions are represented using a Gaussian
orbital basis set of split valence triple-! quality augmented with
polarization functions (TZVP).49 In all cases, the resolution of
identity approximation is adopted for computing the electronic
Coulomb interaction:50 this usually leads to a more than 10-
fold speedup of the calculations, without sacrificing accuracy. In
addition, the multipole accelerated resolution of identity
approximation51 is used, enabling even more efficient
calculations. In each SCF cycle, we require the energy to be
converged within 3 ! 10!6 eV, and the grid for numerical
evaluation of the exchange-correlation operator is set to
medium size.52 The dispersive van der Waals interactions are
included by applying the Grimme correction.53,54 Adhesion
energies are corrected for the basis-set superposition error
using the counterpoise method.55

As for the MPMD simulations, they are all performed using
the DL_POLY 3 code.56 The nTs are described by the AMBER
force field,57 that includes either bonding (stretching, bending,

Figure 1. Left: top and side view of the Zn60O60 nanocluster. Right:
View of the planar oligomers. In all figures, red is oxygen, gray is zinc,
cyan is carbon, yellow is sulfur, and white is hydrogen.
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and torsional) and nonbonding (van der Waals and Coulomb)
contributions. The standard AM1-CM2 method58 is applied to
calculate the atomic partial charges for the nTs. The ZnO!
polymer interactions are described as a sum of electrostatic and
dispersive contributions (of Lennard-Jones type), with
parameters taken from the Amber database.57 All the
electrostatic contributions are computed by the Ewald sum
method with real space cutoff, "c = 8 Å. Partial charges for ZnO
are taken from Kullkarni et al.10 The atomic trajectories are
calculated using the velocity Verlet algorithm with a time step
as small as 0.5 fs. Temperature is controlled by a Berendsen
thermostat with a relaxation constant of f = 0.5 ps.
QP energies are computed directly as total-energy differences in

the framework of the ΔSCF scheme.41 Since all the electronic excita-
tions considered here are easily described in terms of isolated single-
particle transitions, the application of the ΔSCF method is fully
justified (see, e.g., the work of Onida et al.37). In particular, for an N
electrons system, any empty (occupied) level is corrected by
calculating the total energy EN!1 (EN+1) of the same system with an
additional (missing) electron in it. Specifically, an empty (occupied)
level is corrected by replacing its corresponding DFT eigenvalue with
EN+1 ! EN (EN ! EN!1).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Morphology and Energetics. We first perform a

PBE/TZVP optimization of Zn60O60, with 2T, 4T, and 6T
separately. During the geometry optimization of Zn60O60, the
Zn!O double layers merge into single layers containing both
Zn and O atoms. This phenomenon has been observed
before,59 and it is due to the presence of polar O-terminated
and Zn-terminated surfaces that give rise to an electric field in
the cluster.60 Thus, the Zn and O ions with opposite charges
move toward a common plane to find a relatively stable state.
This modification affects only the planes perpendicular to the
c axis, while the hexagonal cross-section is preserved. Starting
from the separate optimized geometries, we follow the
combined MPMD+DFT minimization procedure described in
Section 2. The final optimized geometries of the three hybrids
considered are shown in Figure 2. We notice that the optimal

position of the nT with respect to the nanocluster is different
from that obtained for P3HT on a flat (101 ̅0) ZnO surface.45 In
particular, the angle formed between the nT backbone and the
[0001] direction of the nanocrystal increases at increasing nT
length. This is a size effect: the organic molecules bend in order
to maximize the interaction with the nanocrystal, while this
distortion is not needed in the case of a flat surface.
The minimum energy structures in Figure 2 do not differ

significantly from their classical counterparts with the exception

of HYB6. In this case, in the final MPMD configuration, the 6T
does not wrap around the nanocrystal. This can be attributed to
a too large stiffness of the molecule as described by the MP.
After relaxing the hybrid structures, we calculate the adhesion
energy Uadh of the nT on the ZnO nanocluster, defined as

= − −U U U Unadh hyb ZnO T (1)

where Uhyb, UZnO, and UnT are the total energies of the hybrid
system, the optimized ZnO nanocluster, and the straight
optimized nT, respectively.
The computed Uadh and the stacking distance dstack between

the center of the molecule and the nanocluster facet are
reported in Table 1 (total). In order to separately account for

dispersive and covalent contributions to the adhesion energy,
we performed again all the calculation neglecting the dispersive
forces. The results are reported in Table 1 as the nondispersive
case. The effect of dispersive interactions on the geometries is
to bend the organic molecule so as to adapt to the local
curvature of the nanocrystal. This effect is larger for the longest
molecules (4T and especially 6T), while it is negligible for the
HYB2 system. The structures obtained by neglecting the
dispersive interactions can be found in the Supporting
Information. We conclude that the adhesion is mainly given
by dispersive forces, since no chemical bond is formed between
the organic molecule and the nanocluster. The total adhesion
energy per monomer Uadh/mon is smaller than the
experimental value of "0.65!0.87 eV for thiophene on a flat
ZnO surface.61 This is expected given several adhesion
reduction effects such as polymer strain, anisotropy, and
edges as described in ref 45. We also remark that the nT
adhesion increases with n. At variance, when dispersion is not
included, the adhesion converges to a constant value of about
0.3 eV. In this case, the molecule does not wrap the
nanocrystal, and the adhesion is only due to the two central
thiophene rings. The adhesion energy in this case agrees with
the results reported in Sai et al.26 for 6T on ZnO surface
calculated without dispersion. As for the stacking distance, it is
found to be approximately constant for all nT lengths. A longer
distance is found when dispersive interactions are neglected.
The calculated values are again consistent with those of ref 45
and are typical of a physisorption mechanism.

3.2. Electronic Properties. In order to study the energy-
level alignment at the interface, four levels must be considered,
i.e., the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the two
components. These levels can be identified by examining both
spatial distribution and energies of the molecular orbitals of the
hybrid. The corresponding ΔSCF corrected levels are shown in
Figure 3 (middle). The levels of the separate components at the
hybrid geometry are reported as well (left nT, right ZnO).
The interaction between the ZnO nanocluster and the nT

molecule shifts the electronic levels of the separated

Figure 2. Top and side view of the three hybrids after the overall
MPMD+DFT relaxing procedure.

Table 1. Adsorption Energies (Values in eV) and Stacking
Distances (Values in Å)

total nondispersive

Uadh Uadh/mon dstack Uadh Uadh/mon dstack
HYB2 1.31 0.65 2.7!2.9 0.45 0.22 2.8!3.2
HYB4 1.34 0.34 2.4!2.9 0.29 0.07 2.6!3.1
HYB6 1.96 0.33 2.8!3.0 0.29 0.05 2.9!3.3
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components, with larger shifts for the nTs (0.4!0.7 eV) as com-
pared to Zn60O60 (0.2!0.4 eV). These shifts can be attributed to an
electronic coupling between the two components, which induces a
charge displacement from the nT to the metaloxide. This effect has
been also observed for other organic molecules adsorbed onto
inorganic surfaces.62 In Figure 4 we plot the difference between the
electronic density of the interacting and noninteracting system. More
specifically, the electronic densities of 2T, 4T, 6T, and Zn60O60 at
the geometry of the interacting configuration have been subtracted
from the electronic density of the hybrid systems. Figure 4 shows
that some charge is displaced from regions around the thiophene
rings (green isosurfaces) to the region between the nT and the
nanocrystal (orange isosurfaces). There is more charge displaced for
HYB2 and HYB6 than for HYB4, and this is reflected in the more
pronounced levels shift observed for these systems (see Figure 3).
We attribute this effect to the lower adhesion of the terminal rings of
the 4T chain to the nanocrystal. In fact, this molecule is too long to
accommodate entirely on the Zn60O60 without bending its backbone
(as the 2T), but too short to be flexible enough to wrap around the
nanocluster as the 6T (see Figure 4).
Figure 3 shows that, for all the three hybrid systems studied, the

energy-level alignment is unfavorable for holes transfer, as the
HOMOs of the two moieties are almost coincident in all cases. Our
results for HYB6 can be compared with those obtained by Sai et al.

26

for the same 6T on a (1010̅) ZnO planar surface, in which the
alignment of type-II is preserved. The reduced offset observed in
our calculations for HYB6 is a consequence of the nanostruc-
turization of ZnO and the curvature of the molecule, which induce a
different electronic coupling between the metaloxide and the
organic molecule. This coupling shifts the original electronic levels
of the separate moieties, producing an alignment that is detrimental
for holes transfer. The present result suggests that, although the use
of nanoparticles can be beneficial to have blends with large interface
area, the nanocurvature of the interface can impact the electronic
levels alignment. In a realistic solar cell, however, the nanoclusters
are typically embedded in a oligothiophene matrix, and different
configurations can be expected due to the interactions between
oligothiophenes. Thus, deviations from our results are possible.

3.3. Predictive Model for the QP Alignment. Provided
that the hybridization between the two systems is not too strong, the
QP corrections in the hybrid (Δi) can be approximated using a
simple model. Indeed, each state i can be associated with one of the
components taken separately. Also, assuming that the screening is
inversely proportional to the gap, we can write

Δ ≃ Δ( /gap ) ( /gap )i i
sep

KS
sep

KS

where Δi
sep is the QP correction for the component associated

with the ith state taken separately, and gapKS and gapKS
sep are the

Figure 3. Energy-level alignment of the three hybrids considered as obtained with the ΔSCF method; dashed lines correspond to the DFT levels.
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Kohn!Sham gaps calculated in the hybrid and in the separate
systems, respectively. As a result, the QP energies of the hybrid can
be simply written as

= ε + Δ = ε + Δ
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟E

gap

gapi i i i i,QP ,KS ,KS
KS

KS
sep

sep

(2)

As shown in Table 2 the results of the model are always
qualitatively consistent with the full ΔSCF calculation, with a
better agreement at increasing system size. We remark that the
SCF calculations of the hybrids involving the removal/addition
of an electron from/to a level other than HOMO/LUMO are
difficult since they converge slowly. The advantage of this

Figure 4. Difference density plots showing the displacements of electronic charge induced by the ZnO!nT interaction. Green isosurfaces (left
panels) correspond to regions where the difference is negative, orange isosurfaces (right panels) where it is positive, showing that charge density
moves from green regions to orange regions (isovalue equal to 0.001 e/a.u.).

Table 2. Comparison between the QP Levels as Obtained via ΔSCF and the Model Described by Eq 2

HYB2 HYB4 HYB6

model ΔSCF model ΔSCF model ΔSCF
nT HOMO !7.1 !6.68 !6.4 !6.44 !6.3 !6.26

LUMO !1.9 !2.39 !2.3 !2.03 !2.5 !2.56
Zn60O60 HOMO !6.7 !6.77 !6.5 !6.64 !6.3 !6.28

LUMO !3.0 !3.00 !3.2 !3.00 !3.0 !2.89
gap 4.0 3.68 3.2 3.44 3.4 3.37
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model is to allow the use of the results for the isolated
components to obtain the QP levels, avoiding four single-point
calculations on each hybrid system.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a systematic theoretical study on hybrid
systems composed by a Zn60O60 hexagonal wurtzite nanocrystal
and a oligothiophene molecule (bithiophene, quaterthiophene,
and sexithiophene). We have performed ground-state structural
relaxations combining MPMD and all-electrons DFT calcu-
lations. Starting from the DFT electronic structure, we have
accurately evaluated the energy-level alignment between the
organic and inorganic moieties by means of the ΔSCF method.
We have found that all the junctions are ineffective for charge
separation at the interface, as a consequence of the nano-
structurization of ZnO and the curvature of the molecule,
which induce an electronic coupling between the organic and
inorganic component. In particular, we have compared the case
of Zn60O60-6T with the previously reported study of 6T on a
flat (101 ̅0) ZnO surface. While a type-II junction was found in
the latter case, this staggered energy-level alignment is lost
when the ZnO is nanostructured. Although this effect might be
reduced for larger clusters, it definitely gives a trend for systems
in which quantum confinement effects are important. From the
methodological standpoint, we have additionally proposed a
simple practical model that only requires one to apply the
ΔSCF method to the individual components of the hybrids.
This model provides results consistent with those obtained via
the full ΔSCF for the composite systems.
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In order to validate the overall computational scheme used, test calculations are performed on

benzene, thiophene and ZnO dimer, for which experimental and accurate theoretical values are

available. The results, summarized in Table 1, confirm the accuracy of the method employed.

Table 1: Electron affinity (EA), ionization energy (IE) and HOMO-LUMO gap (Eg) as given
by DFT and DSCF for benzene (C6H6), thiophene (C4H4S) and ZnO dimer, in comparison
with Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) and experimental (Exp.) data (values are in eV).

C6H6 C4H4S ZnO

EA IE Eg EA IE Eg EA IE Eg
DFT -1.17 6.29 5.13 -1.32 5.82 4.51 -5.70 5.12 0.59

DSCF -1.57 9.25 10.81 -1.51 9.26 10.77 2.01 9.40 7.39
QMCa -1.61 9.26 10.88 -1.55 8.99 10.55 — — —
Exp. -1.12b 9.24c 10.36 <0.00 8.86c — 2.09d 9.34e 7.25

a from Ref. 1
b from Ref. 2
c from Ref. 3
d from Ref. 4
e from Ref. 5

Figure 1: Top and side view of the three hybrids after the overall relaxing procedure. These
geometries were obtained without taking into account the dispersive contributions.
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Figure 2: Correspondence between the DFT energy levels of the hybrids (green) and the levels of
the separate moieties at the hybrid geometry (OT red, Zn60O60 blue).

Figure 3: Spatial distribution of the HOMO (left, blue and cyan regions) and LUMO (right, orange
and green regions) of the HYB4 system.
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